
RAEME Hoodie
 

Black RAEME Hoodie Unisex

  

Pre-Orders closed - Stock will be sent from 22 April onwards 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $ 69.00

Discount 

  

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

The Hoodies are in stock and will be dispatched early next week starting 22 April
onwards. You will receive an email once your Hooide has been shipped.

RAQ Members don't forget to login to save 10% and click and collect option

Don't guess the size - There are no returns if you select the wrong size - see the size
guide below. 

Please only put Hoodies in the same order - If you require additional items other than
extra Hoodies, please place a separate order for those items 

Black RAEME Unisex Hoodie. (For Hoodies with front Zip click here, why not get one of each!)

Each Hoodie features:
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RAEME Hoodie
 

An everyday essential fleecy pullover that’s been upgraded for a modern appeal

Great fit that’s cut to be comfortable and relaxed - not oversized or baggy
Reliable Poly Cotton fleece fabric is warm, light and perfect for layering
Traditional Pullover hoody style with good sized kangaroo pockets
Knitted band at the hem is not too loose or too tight. The length hits perfectly at the lower
hip.
Wider shoe-lace style hoody cord for a modern urban sporty look
55% Cotton Fleece 45% Polyester
320 GSM

Size Guide

To select the correct size. The table below is half chest measurement - Grab a comfortable
jumper that fits. Lay the jumper down flat and measure from armpit to armpit. Select the
size from the chart below that is the closest match that you would prefer, either a tight or loose
fit.
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What you get:

Black RAEME Hoodie Unisex (Postage is extra) 

Embroidered RAEME Tricolour Badge on the right sleeve 50 x 43mm
Embroidered Australian Flag on the left sleeve 60 X 36mm
Embroidered ARTE ET MARTE left chest 97mm
Printed Corps Badge on the back 300mm high

Important ordering information.

Hoodies are a Pre-Order, which means customers need order and pay now with orders closing
on Sunday 24 March 2024. They will be then manufactured and delivered or available for pick
up in mid to late April 2024.
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RAEME Hoodie
 

We will provide ordering and delievery updates in Friday Files on a regular basis.

Postage and Collections Options

RAQ Members - Postage options and "Click & Collect" option at a monthly meeting Approx May
2024

Everyone else - postage costs and options at checkout.
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